
5 Best Gold IRA Companies for 2023

When it comes to protecting your retirement account against
market volatility and inflation, a gold-based IRA may be one of
the best options at your disposal.

NEWS RELEASE BY GOLDTRUST

Disclaimer: The information provided on this page is for educational purposes only and is not intended as investment

advice. Refer to a professional for investment advice. We may receive a referral fee from some of the companies

featured in this article.

The constant flux of the economy has forced more people to look into securing their

uncertain financial future, the solution to which is diversifying your investments.

More people have taken notice of precious metals and the investment opportunities they

offer. One such opportunity is the precious metals IRA, which is essentially investing your

retirement money in precious metals such as gold, silver, platinum, and palladium.

The challenge with precious metals IRAs, is finding the best company to work with when

looking to open a precious metals IRA account. As with all investment industries,

numerous scammers are waiting to jump out and swindle you of your hard-earned

money.

Additionally, some companies don’t offer as much security as is necessary, or are non-

compliant with the laws and regulations of the precious metals industry, which often

leads to you losing your investment. However, don’t let that dissuade you from making a

worthwhile retirement investment into precious metals. To help our readers sort out the

wheat from the chaff, we have come up with a list of the best gold IRA companies in the

industry.

2 Best Gold IRA Companies in this article:

*Scroll down for the full reviews of the 5 best companies .

Our selection criteria
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1. Augusta Precious Metals (See offer) 2. Goldco (See Offer)

Money Magazine "best overall" Gold IRA

Company �����

"Company of the Year” by the American

Business Awards �����
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1. Pricing

At the end of the day, what our readers want is to make money out of their investments.

Therefore, one of our most important criteria when evaluating these companies is

whether the prices they offer, especially about minimum investments, are competitive

enough. Some companies listed here are quite expensive but the price is worth the

services they offer.

2. Rollover and buyback programs

Another important requirement of our consideration is the rollover service, which allows

clients to move their investments from their traditional IRAs to their gold IRAs. Although

the service is subject to tax regulations and withdrawal regulations, it still needs to be

implemented by a qualified gold IRA company.

Equally important is the buyback service, which allows the client to liquid their gold

without complications.

3. Focus on education

Not every client is experienced in gold IRAs. Therefore, the company needs to focus on

educating its customers, whether directly through professionals and agents or indirectly

through info kits for it to be considered on our list.

4. Strong customer support

The customer support systems of the company must be efficient, responsive, informative,

readily available, and confidential.

5. Gold IRA reviews

A well reviewed company with a large client base is always a priority when choosing

where to place your investments. In this article we inspected and analyzed over a dozen

companies for their gold IRA reviews and here is what we found.

The best gold IRA companies

 Augusta Precious Metals - Best Overall

Augusta Precious Metals is one of the industry's most reputable Gold IRA companies.

They are one of the top recommended Gold IRA companies, holding the “Best of” rating

from TrustLink six years in a row and having a Consumer Affairs rating of five out of five.

Money Magazine nominated them as the best overall in 2022 and praised them for their

customer education.
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The company was founded in 2012 and has been operating with a strong drive to

empower Americans to diversify their retirement saving and protect their financial

future.

Features

A minimum investment fee of $50,000.

Offers clients the knowledge they need for the proper investment of their

gold IRA through 1-on1 lessons.

Rollover and buyback services.

Works with reputable precious metals storage companies.

Lifetime support services.

What we like

The company offers engaging 1-on-1 lessons on gold and silver IRAs,

retirement investments, and economic studies, which is highly welcome for

first-time investors.

The company provides its clients with lifetime support

The company helps to process about 95% of the paperwork, especially when

dealing with a rollover, which can be exceedingly tedious and confusing for

new clients.

The company offers an extensive purchase collection for IRA-sanctioned

gold bullions and coins, including premium collector’s coins.

The company partners with reputable custodians for the storage of gold and

other precious metals.

The company provides free shipping on all orders.

What we don’t like

The minimum investment amount is $50,000 which is quite expensive

compared to other precious metals IRA companies.

The company does not offer different minimum investments for IRA and non-

IRA purchases, instead, all the purchases must have a minimum investment

amount of $50,000.

Reviews
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Our Evaluation

 Augusta Precious Metals is one of the best gold IRA companies in the industry and we

highly recommend it for clients who have more than $50,000 in investments. Although the

initial investment with the company is quite expensive, Augusta offers a straightforward

investment model with no hidden charges. The fact that the company has been in

business for over a decade with many positive reviews is also a testament to its integrity

and professionalism.

>> Augusta Precious Metals 2023 Gold IRA Investment Kit

Goldco (visit official website)

Goldco is a gold IRA company that has withstood the test of time since its founding in

2006, and the years of experience show how the company operates. The company’s

strong ethical standards and excellent customer service are some of the reasons why the

company is highly recommended by famous media personalities such as Chuck Norris,

Ben Stein, and Sean Hannity.

Features

A minimum investment fee of $25,000.

Rollover and buyback programs.

Strong, dedicated customer support.

Works with reputable precious metals storage companies.

What we like

BBB A+ 109 Reviews
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TrustLink 4.9/5 Stars
283 Reviews

�����

BCA AAA
95 Reviews

�����

Google Reviews 4.9/5 Stars
294 Reviews

�����

Consumer Affairs 4.9/5 Stars
129 Reviews

�����
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The company has a strong and well-established buyback program.

The company is well-established and has more than a decade of experience

in the industry.

The company is well-known for its solid ethical standards.

What we don’t like

The minimum investment of $25,000 is fairly expensive.

The company lacks a presence on customer review sites

Reviews

 

Our Evaluation

 Goldco is an excellent gold IRA company, especially for clients looking to roll over

their investments from traditional IRAs such as 401(k) and 403(b). The company also

places great emphasis on its buyback program, which is excellent for when you wish to

liquidate your gold. While the company doesn’t offer direct 1-on-1 education on precious

metals IRAs, they offer sufficient resources including a guideline, through which you can

gain a fairly strong understanding of gold IRAs. Many notable media personalities would

recommend Goldco as their chosen gold IRA company and so do we.

 Request Goldco 2023 Gold IRA Investment Kit > 

Birch Gold Group (visit here)

BBB A+
441 Reviews

�����

TrustLink 4.8/5 Stars
253 Reviews

�����

BCA AAA
1 Review
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Google Reviews 4.9/5 Stars
1,231 Reviews

�����

TrustPilot 4.8/5 Stars
1043 Reviews
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The Birch Gold Group company was founded in 2003 and is one of the gold IRA

companies with the greatest recognition. In its over two decades of operation, the

company has set itself as a reputable company, especially with endorsements from

personalities such as Ben Shapiro and Steve Bannon.

Features

A minimum investment fee of $10,000.

Rollover and buyback programs.

Updated and reliable insights on precious metal investments are updated

regularly.

Provides clients with an info kit when opening an account.

What we like

The company has a low minimum investment of $10,000, which is an

acceptable range for most American investors.

The company waives the fees for any transfers of up to $50,000 for the first

year.

The company offers enough educational material and provides clients with

opportunities to increase their knowledge after opening an account with their

experts who share insights on precious metals investments.

The company allows investors to choose where they want their gold stored

by partnering up with reputable custodians.

What we don’t like

The company doesn’t offer online purchases.

Although the company provides clients with a free info kit, it doesn’t offer

direct access to specialists who can advise on gold IRA and similar

investments.

Reviews

BBB A+
72 Reviews
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TrustLink 5 Stars
129 Reviews
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Our Evaluation

The Birch Gold Group is a strong company with solid backing that has experienced the

tides of time. That means that it has withstood most challenges that young companies

have not and is therefore well-adjusted for any eventualities. The company places a

significant focus on client education, although that education isn’t targeted or personal.

Nevertheless, clients can still learn a lot from the qualified specialists invited by the

company.

>> Get Birch Gold Group  2023 Gold IRA Investment Kit

   

American Hartford Gold (Visit here)

The American Hartford Gold company was founded in 2015 and is one of the best gold

IRA companies in the industry. While young, the company has gone to great lengths to

build its reputation as a secure and reputable gold IRA company.

Features

A minimum investment of $10,000

Rollover and buyback services

Strong emphasis on security

What we like

The company offers a minimum investment of $10,000 which is affordable for

most American investors.

The company offers a completely free IRA rollover when setting up a gold

IRA account.

The company places a strong emphasis on the security of its client’s

information and property.

BCA AAA 7 Reviews
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TrustPilot 4.9/5 Stars
125 Reviews
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Google Reviews 4.8/5 Stars
220 Reviews
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The company employs a team of experienced professionals with vast

knowledge and expertise to guide investors, be they experienced or

amateurs.

The company offers free non-descript shipping services to its clients.

What we don’t like

The company doesn’t offer prices on its digital product catalog.

Reviews

 

Our Evaluation

The American Hartford Gold company is an excellent example of a precious metals IRA

company with a strong vision. While the company is young, the professionals working in

the company are specialized and experienced, providing clients with much-needed

advice, especially for amateur investors. The company places great emphasis on client

security and confidentiality and is very particular in the measures it takes to guarantee

this.

 >> Get your gold IRA investment kit from American Hartford Gold 

 Noble Gold Group 

 Noble Gold Group was founded in 2017 and is one of the youngest but most reputable

precious metals IRA companies in the industry. The company’s founders have over 2

decades of experience in the industry, which is why the company functions with the

BBB A+
361 Reviews
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TrustLink 5 Stars
2 Reviews
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BCA AA
8 Reviews
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Google Reviews 4.9/5 Stars
478 Reviews
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TrustPilot 5 Stars
1,124 Reviews
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integrity and professionalism it has come to be known for. The intent of Charles

Thorngren and Collin Plume when founding the company was to provide investors with a

haven, and the company has focused its attention on the clients instead of interests thus

far.

Features

A minimum investment fee of $2,000 for IRA purchases and $5,000 for non-

IRA purchases.

Innovative Royal Survival Packs for emergency trading.

Rollover and buyback programs.

What we like

The company places a strong emphasis on its clients and goes to great

lengths to cater to them and protect their investments.

The company provides both segregated and non-segregated storage

options, which allows the clients to choose based on their circumstances and

interests.

The company offers one of the most affordable minimum investment limits at

only $2,000.

The company has a reliable, easily accessible, and friendly customer support

system to cater to its client’s needs.

The company has a dedication to customer education.

What we don’t like

The company doesn’t have an engagement with TrustPilot.

The company offers limited storage options with only Texas as its storage

location.

Reviews

BBB A+
44 Reviews

�����

TrustLink 5 Stars
123 Reviews

�����



 

Our Evaluation

 Noble Gold Group is a company with a strong drive to provide clients with the safest

and most reliable gold IRA investment platform. The company goes a long way in

ensuring that you have all the information you need upfront, with a very informative FAQs

section on its website. Moreover, they have very reliable customer support. The company

offers the lowest minimum investment requirement of any of the companies we evaluated,

which proves its dedication to choosing clients over interests.

 >> Get Noble Gold 2023 Investment Kit    

What is a Gold IRA?
Gold IRA is a retirement investment account where instead of dealing with traditional

options such as stocks and bonds, you deal with gold. The major difference between a

gold IRA and other investment options that deal with gold or similar precious metals is

that a gold IRA lets you own physical gold, which is exactly where the benefits lie.

Gold IRAs also share similar tax regulations, benefits, and withdrawal regulations as

traditional IRAs. The only caveat is that the IRS imposes tax reporting, record-keeping,

and gold storage requirements on gold IRAs, which make it a requirement to work with

precious metals IRA companies as custodians for your assets. Additionally, only certain

IRA-eligible types of physical gold can be owned in a gold IRA. This is also one of the

major reasons why selecting the best gold IRA company is so important.

The Bottomline

The gold IRA companies listed in this article are among the best not just based on our

evaluation, but thousands of other customers out there who attest to that fact. Of course,

choosing amongst these precious metals IRA companies is another matter entirely and

would need to be based on the review of these companies. However, if you are looking

to diversify your retirement investments, then these companies are your best bet.

BCA AA 4 Reviews
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Google Reviews 4.9/5 Stars
308 Reviews
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Consumer Affairs 4.9/5 Stars
148 Reviews
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